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True spite. Fake marriage. Real romance. - - If there's one man that store clerk and amateur

photographer Diane Petit really, really, actively hates, it's fragrance mogul Sebastian Darcy who

stole her father's company--and wrecked the man's health in the process.But the arrogant SOB had

better brace himself because Diane has vowed revenge.And revenge she will have.- -From a USA

Today bestselling author comes a standalone romantic comedy inspired by Pride and Prejudice.

Lots of laughs, a touch of cozy mystery, and a healthy dose of alpha billionaire romance in this 

chart-topper. No cliffhangers. HEA.WARNING: Just like in Pride and Prejudice, expect to find one

rich, brooding and handsome Mr. Darcy and one feisty small-town girl who can't stand him. Unlike

Pride and Prejudice, this book also contains artful nude photos of said Mr. Darcy and nights of wild

passion in Paris."Pure pleasure!" (Kirkus Reviews)WHAT READERS ARE SAYING..."This book is

in its own little category of hate-turns-to-love romances that are genuinely fun to read." OLT ( Vine

Voice Reviewer)"A bit of mystery, love-hate relationship, and some sexy scenes in between! I can't

wait to read about the other Darcy Brothers!" -- H. Faulkner ( Reviewer)"I found myself chuckling

quite often. Alix Nichols has woven a delightful tale." -- Zena (Goodreads Reviewer)"I really enjoyed

Alix Nichols's take on Mr. Darcy. A must read." Apeach ( Reviewer)"The plot is worthy of Agatha

Christie as you untangle the clues to discover the villain. Meanwhile it is a delightful romance with a

French flair." -- Elissa Strati (Goodreads Reviewer)"I gobbled up the story like it was going to

magically disappear. Very satisfying." K. Godwin ( Reviewer)"Sebastian and Diane are the perfect

opposites-attract couple." Tearlynn ( Reviewer)"There is intrigue, and angst, and angry love

throughout the book that keeps you on your toes." -- Angie McGuire ( Reviewer)
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OK, I'm really too old to read a CR like this one, but, let me tell you, it was a fun way to go 20 miles

on my exercise bike without noticing how very boring stationary bikes are.I downloaded this

because of the P&P comparisons and, of course, it doesn't really compare to P&P, but I didn't care.

This is in its own little category of hate-turns-to-love romances that are genuinely fun to read. I liked

the characters, thought the sexual attraction and sexy scenes were well done, enjoyed the dialogue

and, just in general, felt like I was 20 years old again while reading it.

Always a pleasure to read Alix Nichols' Bistro La Boheme books! I love all the characters...all have

such unique personalities as well as great structure. Wonderful writing as well making each story

unique to the characters...fun and interesting....keeping you wanting more. Yes, I am off to purchase

more...hehehe!

Interesting novel about enemies falling in love. Small amount of drama when the real culprit is

revealed. Story seemed to be hastily wrapped up before the confession of love... For a happily ever

after ending.

I read Alix's third book in this series first, disided I enjoyed it so much I should read the entire series.

So this is my second Alix read. I will now get number 2 and be back on track.

One of my favorite authors, Alix Nichols, has done it again. In this enemies to partners to lovers to

??? book she keeps the readers attention and once again provides a surprising twist.

It's a good romance. It's sweet and funny and serious with a little danger mixed in. I look forward to

the next book.



This is the definition of a fun and sexy read based around a french eatery 'La Boheme' and the

people who work there, eat there and their friends and family.Sebastian Darcy, along with his two

younger brothers have inherited their late father's various assets, and in Sebastian's case Parfums

d'Arcy, a billion dollar business. His business acuman is sharp, and those people who's businesses

he wants to get involved in either go with him or get out of the way, or, go under.Diane Petit's father

learned the hard way. He was a well regarded parfumer, a true artisan who created the signature

fragrances that he sold, and also created for others. Spurning Sebastians's business offer, things go

bad for her father who then suffers a stroke. He blames Sebastian, and Diane, not knowing the full

story, goes out of her way to embarrass the oldest Darcy brother.She must get in line, however, as it

transpires that someone else is out to bring down the Darcy name. Sebastian has a plan, and he

needs Diane to make it work. The characters created by Alix are well developed and fun to read

about. I have only just started reading her books, and it is great to revisit names already known to

me, although it is not necessary to have read previous books. It is sad to see the effect that one

person with a greviance that is possibly mis-guided, can wreak on a family. Well I didn't see it

coming anyway.I loved Diane and Sebastian, as well as their friends and acquaintances at La

Boheme and recommend it as a great read.

I loved this story. Diane and Sebastian enemies to lovers was exciting to see unfold. Couldn't put

my kindle down.
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